
Universal Induction Magnetic Field Sensor/Transducer
of High Sensitivity

Single (Fig.1) and triaxial (Fig.2) induction (search-coil) magnetic field
sensors/transducers designed in Space Sensing Instruments were used for Parsek,
Photon and other space missions. The data acquired by this experiments are essential
for space plasma magnetic noise exploration and verification of the laws of free-space
waves propagation.

The sensitivity threshold of the induction magnetic field sensors, consisting of a
head induction sensor and preamplifier, may be radically reduced on account of
increasing the size and mass of the sensor. Mass-dimensional limitations while
developing the induction magnetic field sensors for space investigations demand to
search for other ways to reduce the sensitivity threshold. Beside improvement of the
preamplifier noise parameters, application of materials with high magnetic
permeability (metallic glasses) for making the core and small active losses in the head
induction sensor, it is essential to choose the best relations between the size and,
respectively, the mass of the high-m metal core and the winding of the head induction
sensor.

In the present design of the wide-band induction sensor/transducer an attempt
has been made to optimize the diameters of the high-m metal core and the multilayer
winding, relation between the masses of a core and a winding, to determine the
optimal number of its turns and diameter of the winding wire depending on the head
induction sensor length, total mass of the core and the winding wire and other
structural parameters of the head induction sensor. The optimization criterion is to
achieve the minimal sensitivity threshold at the frequency of the head induction sensor
natural resonance f0. Frequency f0 is usually in the central part of the wide-band
range, and in this area the wide-band induction sensor sensitivity threshold
dependence on frequency reaches its minimum.

The foregoing and other objects are realized by a light-weight induction sensor for
detecting magnetic field including a multi-turn electromagnetic head coil wound on a
spool type coil form through which is inserted elongated coil loading device comprised
of metallic glass layers, an electrically insulating layer interposed between successive
magnetic metal layers to form a laminated core. Furthermore, a triaxial induction
sensor configuration exists and includes a housing in which is located three
substantially identical mutually orthogonal electromagnetic induction coil assemblies
of the type described above wherein each of the assemblies include an electromagnetic
coil wound on a dielectric spool with an elongated metallic glass core loading sub-
assembly projecting there through.
Applications: 1. Designing magnetocardiography (MCG) system. Development
induction vector magnetic field sensors for biomagnetic; 2. Detecting environmental
and production electromagnetic smog. A compact magnetic field measuring instrument
design; 3. Passive device for detecting and searching for metal objects: metal detector,
signalling system, etc. Design and making the device model; 4. Non-contact counter for
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liquids & gases development. Developing the problem set-up and the breadboard; 5. A
non-invasive instrument for measuring haemoglobin. Design and making the device
model;
Summary: Single and triaxial (vector) wide-band induction sensors/transducers have
been designed for measuring magnetic field strength, which are highly sensitive. High
quality design and circuit adopting ability to varying conditions is guaranteed. Their
average magnetic field sensitivity is 1pico¸1femtoT/ÖHz in the frequency range
1Hz¸1MHz, their overall dimensions 210x210x210 mm, weight 0.85 kg and takeoff
power 0.2 W. They can withstand environmental exposures to: temperature from -50 to
70 Celsius and mechanical shocks up to 50g.
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Fig.1 Single induction magnetic field sensor Fig.2 Triaxial induction magnetic field
sensor
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